Kia forte 2009

It is not available in Europe , where the similar sized Kia Ceed is offered except for Russia and
Ukraine, where the Ceed and the Forte are both available. In some markets, such as Costa Rica,
Australia and Brazil, the Forte is marketed as Kia Cerato replacing its predecessor of the same
name. In Colombia and Singapore, the name Cerato Forte was used for the second generation,
[1] while Naza Automotive Manufacturing of Malaysia has assembled the vehicle since , selling
it there under the name Naza Forte. The first generation Forte was introduced in Kia has stated
that the Forte was specifically designed to target younger buyers attracted to sharper auto
designs. Succeeding the first generation Cerato or second generation Spectra , several
elements of the interior and suspension were changed. The car received a wider 4 cm and
longer 3 cm body, a longer 4 cm wheelbase and a wider 7 cm gauge. However, ground clearance
was reduced by a centimeter, thereby reducing the height by a centimeter. At the same time, the
design of the rear suspension was simplified, which instead of independent multilink thrust
became semi-dependent double-lever, with an elastic beam, which made it more reliable and
easy to repair and maintain. Three body styles, which are compact 4-door sedan, 5-door
hatchback, and a new 2-door coupe body style was introduced. For the model year, the Forte is
standard with a six-speed manual replacing the 5 speed unit and is available with an optional
six-speed automatic, with the four- and five-speed automatics being discontinued. The LX is the
base model. It comes standard with electronic stability control ESC , and seat- and
side-mounted airbags. An iPod -compatible USB input jack and an auxiliary port for an external
music device and steering wheel mounted audio controls are also integrated with the sound
system. Bluetooth handsfree technology is also standard. The SX has the 2. Later production
models have soft-touch panels on the armrest and door, as well as on the dashboard. For , the
EX and SX sedans are automatic-only, while the base sedan and all models of the Koup and
Forte5 continue to offer the choice of manual or automatic. An optional Fuel Economy Package
adds low resistance silica tires, a more efficient alternator, a five-speed automatic transmission
, and aerodynamic enhancements to increase fuel efficiency. When combined with the EX trim,
leather is utilized for the upholstery, steering wheel and shift lever; heated front seats and a
sunroof are also included with the package. When paired with the SX trim, it includes only
heated leather seats and the sunroof, as a leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift lever are
already fitted as standard. The Forte sold in Canada has similar specifications and equipment
as the US-market model. Some differences include the addition of power windows, door locks
and power heated exterior mirrors on the base LX trim, a telescopic steering wheel on the EX
trim, and a standard sunroof and automatic climate control system on the SX trim. The EX and
SX also have a chrome-trimmed rear garnish and door handles. In contrast to the transmissions
offered in the United States, the automatic transmission on offer in Canada is a 6-speed. In
Malaysia , the first generation Forte is assembled by the joint-venture company Naza -Kia and is
called the "Naza Forte" and in Singapore , the first generation Forte was called the "Kia Cerato
Forte". Both regions were offered with the 1. In Russia and Ukraine , the Cerato Forte is
available as the Cee'd's notchback counterpart, with the coupe and sedan available together.
The Forte is not available in other European countries, due to the relatively low popularity of
small family sedans there. Kia released images of the second generation Forte for the model
year in late July , when the company revealed its Korean-market counterpart, Kia K3. The
second generation Kia Forte includes LED headlights and tail lights as a standard feature, and
will further Kia's driver-oriented cockpit design inside. To make it more fuel efficient, the Forte
is offered with the new Nu engine , in a 1. The base EX comes standard with a 2. The sportier SX
also features performance enhancements including larger bumper and grille openings, larger
front brakes, alloy sport pedals, black gloss grille inserts, and the front fascia and rear valance
also include carbon fiber-look trim. Both trims come with optional HID headlights, navigation
system with HD Radio, heated steering wheel, power lumbar, sunroof, heated front seats and
ventilated driver's seat, leather-trimmed seating, SmartKey with push-button start, and
dual-zone automatic climate control. The Forte Koup was discontinued after the model year due
to slow sales along with the Hyundai Genesis Coupe. For the model year, the Forte received a
new facelift with restyled headlights, grille and bumper. Additional options included
sixteen-inch aluminum-alloy wheels, a 4. The S became available in , and added convenience
features to the base LX trim level, such as: sixteen-inch aluminum-alloy wheels, a six-speed
automatic transmission, a seven-inch touch-screen infotainment system featuring Apple
CarPlay and Android Auto , a six-speaker audio system, a power single-pane sunroof, and a
leather-wrapped multifunction steering wheel. GPS navigation was one of the available options.
Additional options included a driver assistance package, GPS navigation, a 4. It added the
following options to the EX: GPS navigation, perforated luxury leather-trimmed seating surfaces
models , dual heated front bucket seats models , a ventilated front driver's bucket seat,
premium aluminum-alloy wheels, a 1. A six-speed manual transmission was the only available

option. For the Singapore market, the car is known as the Forte K3 and is available in EX inch
steel wheels, dual airbags, rear air conditioner, LED daylight running lights, leather interior and
rear parking sensor and SX inch alloy wheels, two airbags, front-and-rear parking sensors,
keyless entry, push-button start, leather interior, power driver seat with memory [38] trims, with
LED daylight running lights and rear aircon vents standard. Eurostyle touchscreen
entertainment system available as an optional upgrade through a tie-up with a local installer.
Throughout the time available in Malaysia, two engines were available: 1. At launch, two
variants were available: 1. Taking styling cues from the Kia Stinger , the new Forte adopts a cab
rearward exterior, resulting in a fastback profile and a short trunklid. The Forte will be offered
with a 2. The exterior profile of the Forte resembles that of the Stinger, and certain interior
styling cues, such as a "Floating" center display touchscreen for the infotainment system, and
round HVAC vents, were taken directly from the Stinger as well. All trim levels of the new Forte
includes many features that are otherwise optional on its competitors, including automatic front
headlights, a tilt and telescopic steering column, a rear trunk light, dual-zone automatic
temperature controls, rear seat heat ducts, an eight-inch, touchscreen infotainment system
featuring Apple CarPlay and Android Auto , steering wheel-mounted audio system controls, a
cruise control, Forward Collision Avoidance FCA , Lane Departure Warning LDW , and Lane
Keeping Assist LKA. In addition to its standard equipment, other notable available features on
the all-new Forte include LED interior lighting, a ten-way, power-adjustable front driver's seat
with lumbar support, heated and ventilated dual front bucket seats, soft-touch interior surfaces,
a watt, eight-speaker premium amplified audio system by Harman Kardon , wireless device
charging, drive mode selection, and a smart cruise control SCC. In late, the range was bolstered
with the addition of the hatchback bodystyle and GT trim level. The fleet-only Si trim level was
later added for the model year with advanced AEB as standard. On 17 September , Kia Motors
America uploaded their commercial for the Forte, featuring the race-spec Red Bull car and
professional race car driver Collete Davis. Launched in June , the Chinese version of the Kia K3
was produced by Dongfeng Yueda Kia , and features a redesigned front and rear down road
graphics. Engine options include a 1. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Not to be confused
with Toyota Porte. Motor vehicle. Kia Cerato Kia K3 â€”present. Kia Cerato â€” Kia Spectra. Kia
Forte Furuidi. Petrol : 1. This list is incomplete ; you can help by adding missing items with
reliable sources. Archived from the original on 6 October Retrieved 9 October Archived from the
original on 11 October Retrieved 14 April Archived from the original on 16 January Retrieved 30
October Motor Trend. Retrieved 30 September Kia America Design Center. Archived from the
original on 9 May Retrieved 18 October Weblogs, Inc. Retrieved 20 March Gawker Media.
Retrieved 5 October Insurance Institute for Highway Safety. Retrieved 29 May Kia Press. Paul
Tan's Automotive News. Retrieved 5 May Retrieved 16 May Archived from the original on 25
April Retrieved 17 November Retrieved 13 April Car and Driver. November Retrieved 9
November Retrieved 6 April Retrieved 8 September Archived from the original on 30 November
Retrieved 6 October Kia Media. Kia Motors. Retrieved 2 March Kia Motors Singapore. Retrieved
8 March The Car Connection. Retrieved 5 September Retrieved 28 June Motorsport Network.
Retrieved 18 September Gizmodo Media Group. Retrieved 5 July Retrieved 16 January Retrieved
7 December Retrieved 24 September Forte" YouTube Television commercial. United States: Kia
Motors America. Kia Motors Global Media Center. Archived from the original on 8 September
Retrieved 11 September Mississauga, Ontario: Kia Canada Inc. Retrieved 20 December Kia
Corporation. An affiliate of Hyundai Motor Company. Hyundai Motor Company. Category
Commons. Hidden categories: Webarchive template wayback links CS1 Chinese-language
sources zh All articles with dead external links Articles with dead external links from May
Articles with permanently dead external links Articles with dead external links from December
Use dmy dates from September Articles with short description Short description is different
from Wikidata All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from
October Pages using multiple image with auto scaled images Incomplete lists from February
Official website not in Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help
Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable
version. Wikimedia Commons. Compact car C. Front-engine, front-wheel-drive. Continuously
variable automatic. Hyundai-Kia J5 platform. City car. Visto MXL. Picanto SA. Picanto TA.
Picanto JA. Ray TAM. Pride Y. Pegas AB. Rio DC. Rio JB. Rio UB. Rio YB. Sephia II. Cerato LD.
Forte TD. Forte YD. Forte BD. K4 PF. Optima MS. Optima MG. Optima TF. Optima JF. K5 DL3.
Stinger CK. K8 GL3. K9 I KH. K9 II RJ. Subcompact SUV. Sonet QY. KX Cross UC. KX3 KC. KX3
SP2. Seltos SP2. Compact SUV. Niro DE. Sportage NB Sportage SL. Sportage QL. Sportage
Zhipao NP. Retona AM. Mid-size SUV. KX7 QM. Sorento BL. Sorento XM. Sorento UM. Sorento
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Frontier. Granbird I. Granbird II. See also: List of Kia vehicles. Compact car. Mid-size car.
Full-size car. Subcompact CUV. Compact CUV. Mid-size CUV. Kia Motor Forte owners have
reported 50 problems related to engine clicking and tapping noises under the engine and engine
cooling category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of Kia Motor Forte based on all problems reported for the Forte.
After owning my kia Forte for the last 6 years it has developed a ticking sound in the engine. It
is very mild while idling, and while rpms are under After rpms go past the ticking noise is
progressively louder. I have had regular oil changes on it, every miles. After hearing the ticking I
took it in to my mechanic who said this is a regular occurrence with kia Fortes and that the only
fix is replacing or repairing the engine. I have been doing a lot of research and reading a lot of
complaints on this website about kia engines going bad around , miles and I believe you should
look into kia for this. There needs to be a recall on kia's engines. See all problems of the Kia
Motor Forte. Driving home from work. Engine started to have a ticking sound to it, I was only 5
mins from my house so I figured I'd look at it when I got home. Went to accelerate and my car
didn't have the power it used to. Next I hear a pop sound and white smoke out of the exhaust.
Pull over smell burnt oil and oil all over the alternator. Developed a very subtle ticking noise in ,
happening mostly at low speeds, gone after warm up. Took it to dealership napleton's in
urbana, IL , and was told they could not locate any noise and didn't find any impact on
drivability. I continued driving the car, with regular oil changes all my maintenance was done at
the dealer , until September , when the noise became very very noticeable, at all speeds and
almost constant. Because I had moved to California, I took it to another kia dealership in
oakland and they said they can install a used engine replacement with 30 k miles on it already
for a minimum of before tax. I thought they were kidding, took it to an independent mechanic
because they didn't even do so much as change the oil in that visit. Well the independent
mechanic agrees on the rod bearing being on its way out and that the engine can seize at any
point. The independent mechanic tore down the engine to diagnose it. I now have to pay more
than the car's worth to ensure it doesn't seize at highway speeds and kill someone, or have to
sell it for scraps, despite installing brake pads, rotors, a new evap canister cracked and failed
smog test in California and purge valve just this year alone. The vehicle is dangerous to drive
now. Kia needs to fix this. These engines need to be replaced under warranty. Forums are full of
failed kia Fortes from , some much earlier than mine. Engine making clicking sound. Sounds
exactly like the other engine issues kia has recalled. Took care of the car and my motor has
recently gone out. Lost power going up hill and had a bad ticking noise I pulled off an exit and it
sounded like something broke in the motor. Very disappointed. In motion on highway going
Removed engine from car to replace opened the engine up and found to be a result of a recall
issue car has on it. Found sump filter clogged with bearing material restrictting oil flow. The
dealer or kia wont do anything refusing to fix it. I now have a new engine ordered and getting it
wensday, the car is not even paid off and as a result I can not make it to work to make a living
till I get the engine installed. This has been going on for 4 months. When driving down the road
our Kia Motor started to knock. A loud clunking sound ensued and it struggled to work. We
brought it to kia and they said we needed a new motor that cost This car is less than 7 years old
with great care. Millions of other kias have had the same issue and recalls have been made but I
am forced to pay out of pocket for an issue that is no fault of mine. Kia needs to be held
responsible for the cost and labor for a new motor. They have shown through the many calls
that customer service is not their way. This issue needs to also be resolved buy issuing a recall
for all kia kia Fortes. Countless people are held responsible for the poor actions of Kia Motors
dealers. The check engine light came on, I heard a sound like metal scraping metal, I was
driving about 20mph going straight down s. I looked under the hood and everything looked ok,
but some black fluid was dripping onto the ground. The oil had been changed about four days
before this and they said it was 2. I had also taken it to an auto repair shop to see if it needed
any immediate attention as it was making an odd scraping noise before the oil was changed and
he said he suggested some thing to do with the cam but it wasn't urgent and to just keep the oil
filled in case there is a leak somewhere. The oil reservoir was full when I left that morning when
it seized up. If I had been going much faster, I would probably have been killed as it stopped
completely, no coasting to a stop. It just stopped. From 20mph to 0 and the car jumped when it
stopped. I did not touch the brakes. It was towed to mark's auto repair in seaside, oregon. He
has no idea what caused the problem but did say that metal flakes are in the oil and
transmission fluid and other places too. He has a work order he is working up but said he would
need to replace the engine at a minimum. They can only find short blocks for sale at this time
and so the estimate is based on using a short block. My oil gets changed regularly either at kia
or a local oil change shop. My Forte's engine seized at , miles. As I was driving the engine
started making a ticking sound. The engine seized up and I was told they haven't recalled this

despite many complaints of this happening to this year and make of kia. No leaks were
detected. When I tried to start it would not turn over and when I looked under hood there was a
spark. Looked to be no oil put in 2 quarts and let it sit over night. Mechanic said engine was
done. We have kept up with all maintenance on this vehicle. We travel all highway and it does
have , miles on it. I will never own another kia. I had a mild engine knocking noise for a several
weeks, but just had an oil change a few days prior to the incident. I was driving down the road
and the car seemed to be struggling to shift gears and go. I pulled over and heard terrible rod
knocking and engine clanking noises. I turned the car off to call my father and ask if he thought
I could make it home, and I agreed to attempt it. When I turned the car back on the rod knocking
was worse than before, it made a very loud clicking noise when I accelerated, and the oil light
came on. I got back on the road and the engine stalled within minutes, in the middle of a busy
intersection. My car has or should I sat had , miles when I was driving like I do any other normal
day to go home. I gad to take a slight detour before going down the road and my car completely
shutting off and having all the lights on my dash pop up. After I pulled into a safe parking spot
my car would not turn on at all. The engine kept making a ticking noise. I had to be towed to a
shop then to my house!! I have seen stories and similar comments to mine. This is ridiculous
now my car has been sitting for two months. Engine issues! My car has only , miles on it. The
engine started making a tapping noise. Then I started to have a loss of power when accelerating
or going up hill. Had the codes read and it said the crankshaft position sensor. Replaced that.
Then it started to idle rough. Had code read again. It said map sensor and number 2 cylinder
misfire. Replaced plugs, coils, and map sensor. Now it won't start. It has no spark. Now it is
showing codes for map sensor again. Number 2 cylinder misfire, throttle actuator control
sensor and the power train control module. At just over , miles this should not be happening.
Other model cars with the same 2. The 2. I'm not the only owner of this model car that has had
multiple issues and or total engine failure. Driving down the freeway 70 mph loud clanking
sound began and engine quit working, I coasted to the side of the highway and checked my
fluids,all were at operating levels, there is a recall on the engine but not if it's in a Forte. I own a
kia Forte ex. When I first got my car I notice a lightly ticking noise coming from the engine a lot
of people told me the ticking sound was normal on new engines. It seems to get a bit louder as
time when in. My daughter and I were driving when we notice the sound got much louder and a
slapping sounds coming from the engine and my car loosing power and also a burning smoke
smell getting much heavier to the point the car just shut off and quit it on us. The dash also got
very hot at this point. We called for tow service and got the car back home. Was sure what was
happening with my car. Thank you!. Start it with a ticking noise that was persistent every time
we turn the car on and eventually just blew up in the middle of us driving down the road. Kia is
not helping there is no recalls for this model car or issue and we are just being ignored. Finally
got a call back from the mechanic to find out that kia stopped making this model engine
because they had so many issues for it but yet no recall there's no possible way to fix our car
now good job kia you suck kiasucks. All of a sudden car started making loud clanking sound
when driving. Could not accelerate. Car was in motion on a city street. Towed car to kia dealer
and tech said he can not find a reason for the problem but the internal part of the engine failed.
As the vehicle accelerates, a loud ticking noise becomes evident. It only happens when the
vehicle is accelerating and in drive, it does not make a noise when given gas in park. I took my
car in to a mechanic today and they told me I would need an entirely new engine even though
it's a with only 80, miles on it. Read more I've had my car maintenance done regularly. It only
has 72k miles on it. I've only used synthetic oil. My car started making a ticking sound. And has
stalled out on my 1 time. I took it for its routine oil change. Brought it to a shop. He told me def
internal. Could be a cam, a crank or something else. Just found out too that with oil changes, do
not use eith fram or aftermarket filters. I've only ever had places use the fram filters. There is a
black filter that should be used because the others just blow out from the oil pressure. That
would've been good to know. I bought my kia Forte brand new. I don't understand why this
engine has not been recalled. It makes a horrible ticking noise like its about to blow up and I
was told the engine needs to be replaced. My mileage is 96, My dim headlights keep blowing as
well. And its something electrical. Kia needs to be responsible and go ahead and recall because
I have the same engine as the one thats been recall but they say mine isn't listed in the recall. I
started the car one day and it started idling rough and smoking. We checked the oil and it was a
quart and a half low. It was not leaking oil. Once we added oil, it no longer idled rough or
smoked. But now it has a ticking sound coming from the engine when I accelerate. It also
started loosing power in certain instances. I will be accelerating and the car will start hesitating.
The car only had 62, miles on it when this started. Tl-the contact owns a kia Forte ex. The
contact stated that when the vehicle was started, a ticking noise emerging from the engine
compartment started. No warning indicators illuminated. The vehicle was driven to the dealer

holly kia, s dupont hwy, felton, DE , they determined that the vehicle needed a new engine. The
manufacturer was notified of the failure. The vehicle was not repaired. The approximate failure
mileage was 88, I was driving my car when I noticed a tapping sound as I accelerated from a
stop light. I pulled over to check under the hood, but couldn't figure out what was wrong. I
check all my fluid levels and everything was perfectly fine. I shut the hood and started it back
up. The tapping was still there. I decided to turn back and head home. As I started to accelerate
this time the sound grew to a hard pounding noise. Before I could even pull off the road my car
completely shut down. I lost all power and my wheel locked up. I tried to start it again, nothing. I
had to towed to my local mechanic and after a few hours it was declared as "catastrophic
engine failure". Keep in mind the car has only 61, miles on it! This engine is a obvious defect.
After multiple complaints of the same issue with Forte gdi engines and the fact that the Fortes
were not included in the class action lawsuit, I decided to file this complaint for fear that my
engine will soon seize like the many that I've read online. My car only has 61, miles on it and is
just out of warranty. Tl-the contact owns a kia Forte. The contact stated that after pulling into
the driveway, there was an abnormal clacking noise coming from the engine causing the vehicle
to stall. The contact mentioned that the engine seized and was unaware if the engine warning
light illuminated. In addition the contact attempted to start the crank shaft and the vehicle was
not operating. The contact contacted joey griffin kia n church st, rocky mount, nc where they
was informed about the failure and informed the contact that there was nor recall for the failure.
The manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The approximate failure mileage was unknown.
I have had a kia Forte with the gdi engine in it. I have been paying on it for over 2 years now. I
went to the store last night and when I started the car after I got out of the store I heard a loud
clanking noise. Come to find out there was no oil even though I have it serviced regularly. Was
running fine, no indicator lights. Went up the road yesturday it was making loud clacking noise.
I immediately pulled over. Called my daughter and she came to the location and said I had no
oil! We put 4 qts in and had it towed home. Plz help!!! I'm a disabled widow with no vehicle
now!. Car had began burning through oil rapidly but upon inspection at oil changes, no leak or
cause could be detected. The oil light indicator never came on either. The car would begin
ticking while driving, and noticeably drove differently but problem could not be determined. No
check engine light ever came on. On a clear day while driving about 45 mph on highway, vehicle
gave a loud and forceful jerk and popping sound, and promptly lost power and speed, and the
brakes quit working. I was fortunate to pull off and use ebrake to stop car once coasted to a
safer spot. I could have been rear ended. The car had once again burned through all oil with no
indication from the panel, and I was told the engine had blown. Apparently this is a very
common problem with these vehicles, this make and model, with no recall being done; however,
there is a class action lawsuit because of same issue with this engine in other kia models. I
have a kia Forte ex gdi purchased used from car max of whitemarsh, maryland. When I started
the vehicle, on September 22, , there was a very loud ticking noise. I allowed the car to warm up.
As I drove and reached 30mph, on city street, the noise grew louder. When I checked the oil
stick it was dry. I get regular oil changes and am not due for another one until my car reached
84, miles. My check oil light or engine light never came on to indicate my oil was extremely low.
I purchased oil and filled up my car. The noise is softer now but is still there. I received a recall
notice for an issue dealing with something that may keep the car from passing emission test. I
have an appointment at bob bell kia who always services my vehicle in essex maryland on
October 17th, , to correct that issue. I notified them of the noice and lack of oil with no
indication of such from the cars dashboard. They will check it out on the 17th when I bring the
car in for the recall issue. After reading some complaints from other owners of the same vehicle
I have, I will not be surprised if they tell me I need a new engine. With all the complaints of faulty
engines and fire hazards why is the kia Forte ex gdi not included in an engine recall or the class
action suit that is already against kia for the same exact issues in their sorento and other
models? Car was struggling to move when all the sudden bang!!!! Cars swerved to avoid the
debris from hitting their vehicles. Power steering went out and I struggled to move the car over
to the shoulder across another lane. I couldve easily been killed had a driver not been paying
attention or looking at their phone crossing lanes as the vehicle quickly was coming to a stop,
inable to move. I somehow safely got to the shoulder and got the car towed at my expense to
the mechanic. Catastrophic engine failure. Rod snapped and blew a 2 inch hole through the
engine block and car lit on fire briefly. Bought a new used theta ii engine the same engine
recalled in hundreds of thousands other kias and hyundais but not for the kia koup with the
same engine problem. Kia needs to recall every single make year and model with the theta 2
engine. Have new used engine reciept and all documentation pertaining to the incident. At about
99, miles, my kia Forte 2. However, after taking it to the dealership, they diagnosed it, using a
stethoscope, and determined it was the wrist pin on the piston connecting rod. In my opinion,

this car is a safety hazard and should be immediately recalled for safety reasons. Tl- the contact
owns a kia Forte. The contact stated while driving at low speeds, a noise was detected coming
from the engine with the engine light illuminated. The vehicle was taken to an independent
mechanic where the contact was informed that one of the engine lifters was the cause of the
abnormal tapping noise and the engine would need to be replaced. The vehicle was not taken to
a dealer for a diagnostic test or repairs. The manufacturer was not made aware of the failure.
The failure mileage was , The contact owns a kia Forte. While driving, a ticking noise was heard
from the engine, and the vehicle hesitated and almost stalled twice. The vehicle was taken to
alm kia south jonesboro rd, union city, GA , for an oil change. The contact was informed that a
new engine was needed because oil was burning in the engine. The vehicle was later taken to
an independent mechanic who stated that the engine was burning oil. The vehicle was taken to
another independent mechanic who stated that there was no oil in the engine. The failure
mileage was approximately 94, It started with a ticking noise coming from my engine like it
needed an oil change but it had just had one. I took it to a kia dealership to have it looked at and
was told it was the engine. They said that the rod bearings were wearing down and resulting in
metal contamination in the engine. They said I needed my engine replaced immediately or risk it
locking up while driving. After research I found other models from the same year and the same
type of engine have been recalled do to the same issue. I have attached the invoice for the
replacement engine. At around , miles - I noticed a ticking sound and tapping coming from the
engine on my 2. At first it went away quickly after startup but then when it got colder that winter
it got noticeably louder and is now constantly present at , miles, speeding up as I accelerate the
vehicle. I brought the car to my mechanic at around , miles and he said that I would need to
have the engine taken apart to do more diagnosis and that it might be better to just drive it to
see if it gets worse. These oil changes have not resolved the problem, instead it's continuing
throughout the year with each winter making it slowly get worse. In doing some searches, I'm
not alone in my experience and I'm apparently lucky that I've made it this long with my theta ii
engine. When the recall campaign began for the gdi engines I was hopeful that kia would do the
right thing and include the mpi engines. However, while they have expanded the recall to
include mpi engines, they have not expanded it to include 2. Many 2. I believe that the 2. I have
attached documentation from parts diagrams that show the parts commonality between the 2.
Car Problems. Engine And Engine Cooling problems. Engine Knocking Noise problems. Engine
Clicking And Tapping Noises problems. Car Stall problems. Check Engine Light On problems.
Engine Failure problems. Loud Engine Noise problems. Engine Noise problems. Engine Shut
Off Without Warning problems. Engine Rattling And Whining Sounds problems. I really love this
car. I purchased it to replace my v6 mustang as a daily driver. It performs adequately for what it
is. I would classify myself as a more aggressive driver and I have no issues getting on the
freeway. The transmission is far better than I expected. Very rarely do i even realize it is a CVT.
Snow performance is sub par if you live in a wintery area a different set of tires is advised. I
drove my mustang regularly in 10 inches of snow on blizzacks and it performed better Pay for
the heated mirrors they're worth it. The ride is stiff but it's not uncomfortable. Entertainment
system is superb as well as the climate control. The automatic wipers arent fantastic. Interior
quality is great I dont have any rattles and my state has some of the worst roads in the country.
Great roadtrip car, the trunk is massive and I've had four 6 ft adults in the car for long periods of
time with no complaints. I wish the trunk lining was a material with more grip as things slide
around the trunk like crazy. Plenty of storage space though. I had one issue where a lightbulb
burned out and Kia went above and beyond to resolve the issue. They even sent me a gift card
in the mail for the inconvenience. Great car for the money would highly recommend. Great
looking very comfortable car. Lots of fun to drive although not a great pickup. Ride and
handling are very good and steering is first rate. Feels more like a mid size than a compact car.
Lot of room inside both front and rear, controls are easy and very thought out. The only set
back is that Kia removed the auto folding side view mirrors that were standard on all Kia cars.
Overall very good value compared to other competitive cars. You don't have money to throw
away but yet you want a high technology car with a great warranty. Probably the first two cars
that come to mine are from the Honda and Toyota line. However there's a new horse in town
with the Kia Forte This is not the same car that you drove in the rental Fleet just last year. Kia up
the game on this model put in lots of Technology like the Android nice 6 inch screen and the
lane assist and frontal crash warning system all standard on all models. Then it threw in dual
climate control and various other safety features like sound dampening windows to make this
car ready to rumble. And also has a nice shift select thing near the transmission where you can
choose what type of driving you want to do. So all these features are on all the models of
Forte's. These various options are usually found on the Lexus and Infiniti models that people
pay in the high 30s and 40, So you've got the technology you've got the safety and not so bad

engine if there is any drowning point for this Forte it is the engine the 2. However they also
added a chain drive CVT to the middle of the road model Forte which is called lxs which is the
model I drive. And that is helping this car average 40 miles to the gallon. I have been around the
Hyundai and Kia family since I have driven the old Forte and drive currently the Hyundai Elantra
as a standard daily driver. Kia decided to up the game on this standard sedan to make it a truly
awesome all the way around buy for the money. When you start seeing 40 miles to the gallon on
the interstate the shortcomings are not as few. The drive is a little stiffer on the steering but it
still holds curves about as well as anybody out there. And if you dial up the sport mode it makes
the curves and the car sporty enough to satisfy a guy like me that can take some curves a little
fast. Also for the entertaining of individuals that has Apple carplay an Android with a nice little 9
inch screen, and dual climate control which is standard in all models. Okay the big bottom line
on this car is it can be had for the price of a used car. I was getting ready to buy a used Altima
and then I saw this price point in the same category. I walked out of the dealership under 18, for
a brand new car that has the same technology as a Lexus or a Infiniti. So my payments less
then a used car and I don't have to suffer less safety features. So if you have half a brain you
will test drive this new model and you will probably drive out with one. This car has been
awesome as a daily driver and even has good road manners. You don't have to pay to have a
awesome car. Save your money and go get this Kia Forte lxs and you won't be disappointed.
Like I said in my title revamped , re-engineered and ready to rumble! Kia can be mentioned with
Honda and Toyota now as a go-to option. I went to a dealership to get a look at a Nissan Sentra
and ended up leaving in a Forte LXS and couldn't be happier so far. I've heard and read very
good things about Kia but only recently learned they're the same company as Hyundai which, in
terms of reliability, attracted me even more. I watched videos on car reviews talking about CVT
transmissions and how people don't seem that crazy about them. I'll say this much about it: the
Forte is not an "off the line" car by any means but the shifting is SO smooth and the transition
from 2nd to 3rd and beyond is where the car seems to wake up; especially in 'sport mode'. You
get what you pay for in the sense that this is a car that offers quite a lot but is intended to be
affordable and competes in the compact segment so don't expect mid-size or full-size comfort;
it has a very rough ride but Orlando has some pretty rough roads so I guess it is what it is. If it
lives up to its reputation I can see myself trading up to an Optima; time will tell. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Forte. View Photos. List Price Estimate.
ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Safety
Technology Performance Interior Comfort. Revamped, re-engineer and ready to rumble! Items
per page:. Write a review See all Fortes for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Forte. Sign Up.
Segment: Medium. The Forte featured lots of elements characteristic to more expensive cars,
but was at the same time among the least expensive small sedans on the market. The Forte had
a smooth clean look from the front and from the back, with the trim proportions being just right.
The cabin of the Forte gave an upscale feel with the tall roof and the wider body that offered
great room for the passengers. Headroom and legroom were good for the front passengers,
however, the legroom in the back seats was limited. Standard features included bluetooth, an
auxiliary input jack, steering wheel controls and voice activation. For longer items, the rear
seats could be folded to extend the load area. The Forte was an inexpensive car to drive, and
even if the engines offered were not the most powerful, the Forte was agile and had a good fuel
consumption. The hydraulic steering was decent, however, it was a little stiff at lower speeds
and got lighter with higher speeds, which was not exactly the correct setup. The sportiest Forte
was available in the SX trim level, with a 2. The safety features offered were standard across the
trim levels and included dual airbags, full side curtain airbags, ABS with brake assist and
electronic stability control. All rights reserved. Pick brand. KIA Forte - KIA Forte 1. KIA Forte 2.
Heads up! Highlighted items are for OEM wheels, the rest are replacement options. The market
is the region where the car was sold or is still being sold. Found a bug? Have a question about
Kia Forte wheel specs? Share your knowledge! Wheel- Size. Wheel fitment and tire size guide
and knowledge base Last Update: Feb. Search Form for vehicle model, tire size or rims Choose
a tab below to get fitment data for your vehicle or to find vehicles matching your criteria. By
vehicle what wheels will fit your car By tire size what vehicles use this tire size By rim size what
vehicles use this rim size Add Wheel Size Widget to your website New! Search by car make,
year and model. Make Year Model. Wheel Size Widget for your website! Page navigation by
markets: Heads up! Kia Forte 2. It is measured in millimeters. Some factory wheels have a
center bore that matches exactly with the hub to reduce vibration by keeping the wheel
centered. Rim width in x rim diameter in J is mounting flange type. ET35 is positive offset of
35mm. It is vital not to deviate too far from the offset of the wheel originally fitted to the vehicle.
PCD is measured in mm. Kia Forte 1. See Alloy Wheel fitment information for Kia Forte for other
model years: Try our Wheel Calculator Help us with our new project TiresVote. Submit tire
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